Crossword Puzzle
Questions for Crossword Puzzle

Across
3. Leader of Confederate forces
8. You ____ a pencil to work crosswords.
9. Did the dog ____?
10. ____ are students at VMI.
12. Jackson’s men thought him a good ____.
14. Street where you can find Jackson’s home.
15. Negative
16. Jackson taught physics and artillery ____.
17. One of the free states.
18. Abbreviation for a former soldier.
19. Here ____ is!
20. Jackson had a lot of _____. Once he decided to do something, he worked until he completed it.
24. A sea lion is a ____.
29. In 1861, Jackson traveled ____ Richmond.
30. Mrs. Jackson’s favorite flower.
31. Jackson never ____ away from duty.
32. Short for mother.
34. Jackson is a ____ Civil War hero.
36. Opposite of good.
37. Before entering church, Jackson would ____ his hat.
39. Famous war song of the South.
41. Thomas’ wife was ____ Jackson.
42. Two or more regiments are ____.
43. Where Jackson traveled after Ellie’s death.
46. A stone is a ____.
47. A ____ of Virginia shows cities, roads, rivers, and mountains.
48. Opposite of #32 across.
49. Jackson piano arrived by ____.
50. Abbreviation for morning.
51. ____ live in the United States of America.
52. 102 in Roman numerals.
53. Jackson’s second wife’s name.
57. Jackson began a Sunday School for ____ in Lexington.
58. Jackson was a shrewd ____.
62. The Civil War ____ in 1861.
63. Short for hello.
64. Jackson said grace before each ____.

Down
1. Jackson believed it was his ____ to fight for the South.
2. Masculine pronoun.
4. Jackson was 39 years ____ when he died.
5. A horse ____ oats.
6. A person ____ a salary.
7. Where VMI is located.
9. The Red ____ of Courage
10. Jackson’s last battle.
11. Grant led the ____ army against Lee’s army.
13. A period is a ____.
15. Knights wear ____.
18. Jackson taught here (abbreviate)
21. Jackson was a ____ at the Virginia Military Institute.
22. Jackson’s rank in Lexington.
32. An exam is a ____.
25. Jackson studied ____ West Point.
27. Richmond is ____ of Lexington.
28. Jackson was an officer in the ____ Army.
32. Jackson used a pack ____ to travel downriver.
33. Jackson fought in Mexico ____ a Second lieutenant.
35. Where Jackson first fought after Graduating from West Point.
38. What time is it? Look at the ____.
40. In your pen there is ____.
41. “I am pleased to ____ you.”
43. Jackson was ____ to general.
44. Jackson’s sister’s name.
48. A dog’s foot is a ____.
49. Jackson sent 10% of his ____
To his church during the war.
50. One of Jackson’s favorite hymns was ____ Grace.
52. Jackson died during the ____ War.
54. Opposite of smooth.
65. Jackson died as a Confederate ___.
66. Jackson insisted his staff be ____ time.

55. Little Sorrel slept in a ____ in a barn.
56. Freezing rain is also called ____.
58. You may ____ whatever you resolve to be.
60. Mrs. Jackson? ____ was from North Carolina.
61. Jackson’s students said “Yes ____” to him.
62. Instead of using a car, Jackson often traveled ____ horse and carriage.